Finance in a Digital World
Digital disruption is here to stay, affecting almost
every aspect of business – including Finance. It
presents new challenges and amplifies existing
ones.
Deloitte’s Digital Finance Lab provides an
immersive experience for your Finance
leadership team to explore the impact of Digital
disruption on your business and the implications
for the future Finance operating model – people,
processes and technology.
Your team will experience a simulated user
journey, navigated through the perspectives of
key Finance user personas. Through exploration
of your aspirations and enabling technologies,
your team will discover Finance in a Digital
World, begin exploring possible applications, and
challenge you to rethink how Finance operates in
the Digital World.

A half or full day lab
experience to build an
understanding of the
Digital future

THE EXPERIENCE

DIGITAL FINANCE
EXPERIENTIAL LAB

ASPIRATIONS OF FINANCE
Identify the aspirations for your
Finance function for the Digital World
FUTURE FINANCE ORGANISATION
Immersive experience, centred on a
core user journey, to demonstrate the
application of Digital to today’s pain
points

FOCUSED DISCUSSION
The introductions of our personas
throughout our journey will drive key
discussion points across the operating
model

APPLICATION OF ENABLERS
Understand the latest technology
enablers to identify potential
applications and a starting point for
your Finance function

REFLECTIONS
Identify points of interest and
inspiration to gain a collective
commitment to future exploration of
Finance in a Digital World,
understanding where to start for your
organisation

Throughout the experience we drive a number of discussion points around the impact of Digital on Finance
Upskilled SSC staff with
changed career paths
and training
opportunities

Increased mobility, with apps enabling Finance
to find new ways of working and to remain
connected

Lights out automation for
transactional activities,
with only exceptions
managed by humans and
a continual drive to
eliminate exceptions

Finance at the heart
of driving forward
the Digital agenda

Portfolio view of investment, accepting some investments
will fail but learning from these quickly

Using predictive and
prescriptive analytics to
enable the business to be
more forward looking

SSC moving up
the value chain to
perform new
services

Re-assessing how
and where
analytics are
delivered

Augmenting
new skillsets
alongside
traditional
Finance and
accounting
backgrounds

Automated reports and
self-service, enabling
Finance to spend more
time helping the
business create value

Increased mobility
and new ways of
working

Enhanced customer service delivery,
enabled by technology

New skillsets required to manage robots
rather than perform the work

Access to real-time information
so that they can provide insights
faster to the business

New “architect role” to
ensure Finance is agile
and responsive to
keep pace with a
Digital World

Smaller, but more agile and globally
connected teams that need to team
and collaborate differently and share
knowledge more effectively

New ways for the business
to consume information
(i.e. chatbots)

Digitised end-to-end
processes enable
alert driven,
proactive risk
management and
advanced analytics
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